Abstract-Electrocardiographic stress test records have a lot of artifacts. In this paper we explore a simple method to characterize the amount of artifacts present in unprocessed RR stress test time series. Four time series classes were defined: Very good lead, Good lead, Low quality lead and Useless lead. 65 ECG, 8 lead, records of stress test series were analyzed. Firstly, RR-time series were annotated by two experts. The automatic methodology is based on dividing the RR-time series in non-overlapping windows. Each window is marked as noisy whenever it exceeds an established standard deviation threshold (SDT ). Series are classified according to the percentage of windows that exceeds a given value, based upon the first manual annotation. Different SDT were explored. Results show that SDT close to 20% (as a percentage of the mean) provides the best results. The coincidence between annotators classification is 70.77% whereas, the coincidence between the second annotator and the automatic method providing the best matches is larger than 63%. Leads classified as Very good leads and Good leads could be combined to improve automatic heartbeat labeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stress test electrocardiographic registers normally include the presence of noise mainly caused by patient's movement. It is not possible to acquire a completely noiseless signal. Moreover, ectopic heart beatings and other artifacts can easily appear in healthy people as well as in those having a cardiac pathology. Beat-to-beat RR sequences analysis under a stress test is well known to be a difficult task. Beyond the presence of physiological artifacts, additional errors may arise within RR-time series due to data acquisition issues related to incorrect electrodes placement, as well as to the employed QRS detection algorithm.
Several works are focused on the QRS detection problem [1] , [2] , however, none of them has been validated for stress test electrocardiographic signals. The absence of validation processes under this condition is mainly related to the lack of an annotated data base which could be used for algorithm testing. Although three stress test electrocardiographic data bases have been recently published online [3] , they lack their corresponding annotations. A suitable approach aimed at validating these data bases consists of the availability of references provided by an automatic annotator that could be then used by a human annotator to validate, reject or edit R-wave annotations. A secondary need for an automatic RR-time series characterization is to identify segments with stationary characteristics that allow heart-rate variability analysis. Although the annotation of these data bases can be very useful, a visual validation or the results edition may become an overwhelming task, which is time consuming and depends on the observer.
To characterize long duration RR-time series artifacts, several works based on Holter series have been developed. Some of them, arose from the Computers in Cardiology Challenge 2002, "RR interval time series modeling" [4] . In particular, we found the methodology proposed by Clifford specially interesting, since it tries to identify artifacts originated by ectopic heart beatings and non-detections from a set of parameters such as the median, the standard deviation and heuristically established threshold values. The methodology determines different criteria on determining the number of artifacts and ectopic beats present within a Holter RR-time series of 19 subjects [5] .
The work of Bernaola-Galván [6] , applied on 24h Holter registers in order to analyze the cardiac rate and its relation with cardiac variability, allows the stationary segments identification in long RR-time series. This technique employes a sliding pointer which is moved to different locations of the signal, where the mean and the standard deviation of the subset of the signal to the left of the pointer are determined. We determined that a significant statistical change of the signal's properties establishes the location of the stationary segment.
Some variations of the aforementioned methodology have been used to determine stationary RR-time segments under stress test data bases, [7] . Rodriguez et al. propose a heuristic segmentation methodology based on the work of [6] . The algorithm was validated by means of the use of synthetic signals with well located stationary segments. Such segments are extracted from non edited RR-time series where artifacts, ectopic heartbeats and false detections were eliminated.
The underlying problem is then to characterize RR-time series without any processing, which means they may contain ectopic heartbeats, and artifacts related to false detections and misses. It can be seen as the egg and chicken problem. It is desirable to have suitable annotations for the QRS detectors validation; however, it is possible to start from the results provided by a QRS detector. Another problem associated with RR series classification following the discussed methods is related to establishing threshold values, which determines considering a given sequence as useful or not, for any further analysis [7] , [8] , [5] . A recent work presents a first approach aimed at annotating RR series [8] . First, they perform a manual classification of four quality classes for the RR-time series (reference lead, good lead, low quality lead and useless lead). The methodology consists on creating a set of windows extracted from the RR-time series in order to estimate the artifacts amount as a function of a standard deviation threshold value of the RR-time series for each recorded lead. An automatic classification procedure is implemented by changing the number of created windows and the RR-time series standard deviation threshold value.
The described approach presents some limitations, since the manual annotation criterion originally established does not match the one used for automatic annotation. Moreover, the expert annotator takes only one channel as the reference, without considering that there could be more channels exhibiting similar features. Additionally, the established criterion used to define the four RR-time series classes (reference lead, good lead, low quality lead and useless lead) is based on empiric values choices, which need to be validated. In this work, two different experts perform independent manual RR-time series annotations which are used to establish and validate the values determining the four classes as well as the standard deviation threshold (SDT ).
II. METHODS

A. Description of data
Dicardia Database is composed of data from 65 subjects, 54 subjects diabetic and 11 subjects without diabetes. The ECG recording start from the supine position for approximately three minutes. Thereupon, subjects perform a one minute long hyperventilation stage in a seated position, and finally go through a modified Bruce protocol stress test.
The AT Plus system was employed to acquire Eigth-lead ECG records, using a sampling rate of 500 samples per second and 12 bits resolution. A detailed patients description could be found in previous works [3] , [9] . Eight RR-time series of each register from Dicardia were obtained using the Pan & Tompkins algorithm developed and available at GBBAnet [3] . Moreover, artifacts, ectopic heartbeats and false detections were eliminated.
B. Manual Classification
Manual classification was performed for each patient, where two experts independently analyzed the RR-time series. For each record, the 8 RR-time series were displayed in two columns, as shown in Figure 1 .
This classification focused on a subjective determination of the quality of the signal. Classification considered the normal tendency of RR-time series and the quantity (quality and quantity of noise and artifacts). The manual criteria used by [8] were modified as follows: the reference lead is now defined as Very good lead. The other three classes remains the same.
• Very good lead: this is marked as (1) and corresponds to the best observed leads showing the lowest quantity of artifacts.
• Good lead: marked as (2), these leads have more artifacts than the Very good lead. After a median filtering process aimed at attenuating the effect of artifacts, this type of lead can be efficiently used.
• Low quality lead: marked as (3), this lead displays a high number of artifacts, although the median filtering would be feasible, the usefulness of the lead is dubious.
• Useless lead: marked as (4), this lead exhibits a high level of noise and artifacts, which causes it to be useless for further analysis.
C. Automatic Classification
The method proposed by Armijos et al. [8] consists of subdividing each RR-time stress test series in a set of windows (N W ) for which the mean and standard deviation are computed. The threshold for the standard deviation (SDT ) is defined as a percentage of the mean. Classification is performed based on the percentage of the Number of Windows (%N W ) with standard deviation greater than the thresholds T 1 = 30, T 2 = 40 and T 3 = 50. Each lead is marked or classified as 1, 2, 3 or 4 as follows :
• Very good lead, marked as 1 when %N W < T 1 % • Good lead, marked as 2 when %N W < T 2 % • Low quality lead, marked as 3 when %N W < T 3 % • Useless lead, marked as 4 when %N W ≥ T 3 %
D. Thresholds
The idea is to determine the limits or thresholds (T i ) for different values of SDT , based on experts annotations.
Automatic annotations were obtained by setting N W as 15, 20 and 25 in each RR-time stress test series. Moreover, windows are non overlapping and are tested using eleven different standard deviation threshold (SDT ) values ranging from 10% to 20% for each lead of the 65 ECG records.
Let MA1 n,m and MA2 n,m denote the manual annotation matrices for n = 65 records, m = 8 leads for experts 1 and 2 respectively. Each element of these matrices could take four possible values {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Let AA n,m denote the automatic annotation matrix. AA n,m takes different values corresponding to %N W .
The vector variable C i , with i = {1, 2, 3} was constructed by assigning to each C i , all corresponding values of AA n,m such that MA1 n,m = i.
The new thresholds T i were retained as the third quartile value for each vector C i .
E. Matching Ratio
Using the procedure described in section II-C, the matrix AA n,m is transformed into the matrix AAC n,m containing values in {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then, the Matching Ratio (equation 1) is used to evaluate the automatic classification procedure for each value of SDT using new thresholds. Figure 1 shows one example of RR-time stress test series corresponding to register ECG718. Experts yielded the following results:
• Lead 1: the first expert considers this lead as useless lead (4) and the second one considers this lead as low quality lead (3).
• Leads 2 and 8: the first expert considers these leads as low quality leads (3) and the second expert considers the leads as Good leads (2).
• Leads 3, 5 and 7: Both experts marked these leads as Good leads (2).
• Leads 4 and 6: Both experts marked these leads as Very good leads (1). Calculating MA1 n,m − MA2 n,m , the biggest difference between experts for one lead was |1|. M R between annotators was 70.77%.
B. Automatic Classification
The new thresholds are shown in Figure 2 using N W equal to 15, 20 and 25. Average number of samples (beats) for each N W were 161, 121 and 96 respectively. Figure 3 shows the M R calculated using the thresholds obtained with MA1. We have used the annotations of MA2 to corroborate these threshold values. Table I SDT (%) series stress test database. 520 RR-time stress test series were characterized in four classes. Two experts annotated these signals independently, the M R between manual annotations were 70.77%. The differences between annotators were between adjacent classes. Experts said that in some cases, a lead could be easily classified as either of two different classes, which demonstrate how subjective is to formalize the manual criteria for four classes. Figure 3 , reveals that for SDT ranging from 17 to 20% with N W 15 and 20, the M R reaches its highest performance. For this segment, the mean M R is 63.10 ± 0.76. It can be noticed that even when a fixed number of windows is considered for dividing the RR-time series, the size of these windows varies depending on the record length, so the choice of the number of windows should take into account all non-linearities present in the RR-time series extracted from the stress test.
Standard deviation was evaluated between 10% and 20% to take into consideration that in the effort stages RR's variations are minor, however, the best matches with respect to the manual annotations were obtained with larger value of SDT , in this case close to 20%, which matches the artifact limit established by Malik and Camm [10] .
The obtained results are quite satisfactory. The threshold values established from manual annotations yield M R values close to 63%, which significantly improves the results obtained by Armijos et al. [8] . Although Armijos et al. explore only SDT values up to 14%, M R achieved by their work does not exceed 43% for the four defined classes: Very good, Good, Low quality and Useless lead (Table I) .
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work 520 RR-time series from a stress test without any pre-processing were characterized in four classes. These signals were annotated by two experts. The differences between experts and the automatic method provide similar results. Annotating stress test electrocardiographic databases is a very difficult task, since it is a very time consuming and subjective. However, leads classified as very good leads and good leads could be combined to improve automatic beat labeling. The methodology presented in this paper can be helpful to support a system of annotation of electrocardiographic records of the stress test such as the databases available in GBBAnet [3] .
